**Floating Wonky Star**

12 ¼-inch (12.5”) unfinished Wonky Star fabric needs:
- Eight 4.5” squares of background fabric (white, off white, beige; solid or tone on tone)
- Five 4.5” square of star fabric (red, white, blue, patriotic fabric, etc.) or use some of those scraps!

1. Overlap one square of star fabric square at an angle to a background square, right sides together.

2. Use the edge of the star fabric as your sewing edge guide for your quarter inch seam.

3. Press open, and using the background fabric edge as your guide, trim the star fabric off and set it to the side.

4. Trim the excess background fabric off the corner.
5. Open corner, repress if needed, and using scrap of star fabric, position it on opposite side of background square to make second point of star. Ensure it overlaps with first corner, and more than 1/4-inch distance from the top.

6. As before, press open. Using the background fabric edge as your guide, trim off excess star fabric to square and trim excess corner of background fabric. Repeat creating three additional point blocks.

7. Layout remaining background and star fabric squares with blocks to make rows. Sew rows together using scant 1/4-inch seam.

8. Block should be 12.5" square.

Tip: have fun and use scraps. There is no right or wrong for positioning, that's why it's WoNKY!

9. Gather your blocks, put them in a mailing envelope with accurate postage and mail to:
Quilts of Valor
attn: 2021 Block Drive
208 Harry C Raysor Dr
St Matthews, SC 29135

THANK YOU!